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From the editors Spring is the time of year when it is summer in the 
sun and winter in the shade.

- Charles Dickens

After a long time of cold and darkness we are all looking 
forward to spring - a time of resurrection. As new leaves 
and buds appear on the trees and bushes, during Lent and 
Easter we are also reminded of the resurrection of Christ. 
By defeating sin and death, He gives us hope.

May the Hope and Joy of Easter fill our hearts every day!
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News of the English Department

ANNUAL ENGLISH 
QUIZ 2019

The life and works of 
Agatha Christie

Országos Középiskolai 
Tanulmányi Verseny

(OKTV)

Gusztáv Ferenczi (11D)
is in the finals of the OKTV!

Well done!

Congratulations
and we are looking forward 

to the final results!

The Annual English Quiz is going to focus on the 
life and works of Agatha Christie. The teams must 
hand in the answers to the preliminary round in 
order to qualify BY 1st APRIL!
The questions  can be found on the website of the 
English Department.

Novels by Agatha Christie contestants must read:
• And There Were None
• The ABC Murders
• The Mirror Crack’d from Side to Side

All of them can be found in graded reader editions.

29th April
starting at 3.15 pm

Don’t forget!

SOLVE
THE MYSTERY

OF THE 
SCHOOL

Who is the 
murderer?

Translation Contest

If you are good at translating 
texts, come to the contest!

March 27th, 2019
3.15-4.45
Room A3

Bring a dictionary!

Trip to Malta
A group of 26 students and 3 teachers took 
part in the trip to Malta organized by the 
school. You can read an account of the trip 
on p 6, and see some photos on the back 
cover.
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The Bible in english

The Gospel of John  
Jn 19:17-30; 20:1-10

Reading the Bible in English can be a good way 
to improve your language skills. In this issue 
you can read St. John’s account of the death 

and resurrection of Christ.  
The Crucifixion of Jesus
So they took Jesus; 17 and carrying the cross by himself, he went out to what is called The Place 
of the Skull, which in Hebrew is called Golgotha. 18 There they crucified him, and with him two 
others, one on either side, with Jesus between them. 19 Pilate also had an inscription written and 
put on the cross. It read, “Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews.” 20 Many of the Jews read this 
inscription, because the place where Jesus was crucified was near the city; and it was written in 
Hebrew, in Latin, and in Greek. 21 Then the chief priests of the Jews said to Pilate, “Do not write, 
‘The King of the Jews,’ but, ‘This man said, I am King of the Jews.’” 22 Pilate answered, “What I 
have written I have written.” 23 When the soldiers had crucified Jesus, they took his clothes and 
divided them into four parts, one for each soldier. They also took his tunic; now the tunic was 
seamless, woven in one piece from the top. 24 So they said to one another, “Let us not tear it, but 
cast lots for it to see who will get it.” This was to fulfill what the scripture says,

“They divided my clothes among themselves,
    and for my clothing they cast lots.”
25 And that is what the soldiers did.

Meanwhile, standing near the cross of Jesus were his mother, and his mother’s sister, Mary the 
wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene. 26 When Jesus saw his mother and the disciple whom he 
loved standing beside her, he said to his mother, “Woman, here is your son.” 27 Then he said to 
the disciple, “Here is your mother.” And from that hour the disciple took her into his own home.

28 After this, when Jesus knew that all was now finished, he said (in order to fulfill the scripture), 
“I am thirsty.” 29 A jar full of sour wine was standing there. So they put a sponge full of the wine 
on a branch of hyssop and held it to his mouth. 30 When Jesus had received the wine, he said, “It 
is finished.” Then he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.

The Resurrection of Jesus
 Early on the first day of the week, while it was still dark, Mary Magdalene came to the tomb and 
saw that the stone had been removed from the tomb. 2 So she ran and went to Simon Peter and 
the other disciple, the one whom Jesus loved, and said to them, “They have taken the Lord out of 
the tomb, and we do not know where they have laid him.” 3 Then Peter and the other disciple set 
out and went toward the tomb. 4 The two were running together, but the other disciple outran 
Peter and reached the tomb first. 5 He bent down to look in and saw the linen wrappings lying 
there, but he did not go in. 6 Then Simon Peter came, following him, and went into the tomb. 
He saw the linen wrappings lying there, 7 and the cloth that had been on Jesus’ head, not lying 
with the linen wrappings but rolled up in a place by itself. 8 Then the other disciple, who reached 
the tomb first, also went in, and he saw and believed; 9 for as yet they did not understand the 
scripture, that he must rise from the dead. 10 Then the disciples returned to their homes.

 (New Revised Standard Version Catholic Edition - NRSVCE)
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Special Days

Easter
Easter is a Christian holiday that celebrates the belief in the resurrection of Jesus Christ from 
the dead. The holiday concludes the “Passion of Christ,” a series of events and holidays that 
begins with Lent and ends with Holy Week, which includes Holy Thursday (the celebration of 
Jesus’ Last Supper with his 12 Apostles), Good Friday (on which Jesus’ death is observed), and 
Easter Sunday.

Easter 2019 falls on Sunday, April 21. However, Easter is celebrated on a different date each 
year. Easter Sunday and related celebrations are considered “moveable feasts,” although, in 
western Christianity, which follows the Gregorian calendar, Easter always falls on a Sunday 
between March 22nd and April 25th.

Easter traditions:

       • Lent: period of fasting and penitence. It begins on Ash Wednesday, and lasts for 40 
days (not including Sundays).

       • Palm Sunday:  it commemorates Jesus’ arrival in Jerusalem, when followers laid palm 
leaves across the road to greet him. It also marks the beginning of Holy Week, which ends at 
Easter. (Holy Week is the week just before Easter. It is also the last week of Lent. It includes 
Palm Sunday, Holy Wednesday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday.)

Non-Christian traditions:

      • Easter eggs, and related games such as egg rolling and egg decorating.

      • Many people—mostly children—also participate in Easter egg “hunts,” in which 
decorated eggs are hidden.

In some households, a character known as the Easter Bunny delivers candy and chocolate eggs 
to children on Easter Sunday morning. These candies often arrive in an Easter basket.

Today, Easter is a commercial event as well as a religious holiday.

Mercédesz Lévai (10 A)
Vocabulary

conclude - befejez
resurrection - feltámadás
moveable feasts - mozgó ünnepek
Lent - Nagyböjt
fasting - böjtölés
penitence - bűnbánat
Ash Wednesday - Hamvazószerda
Palm Sunday - Virágvasárnap
to commemorate - megemlékezni
palm leaves - pálmalevelek
Maundy Thursday - Nagycsütörtök
Good Friday - Nagypéntek
Holy Saturday - Nagyszombat
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TRAvel

Our Adventures in Malta

For those who do not know it, Malta is a small 
island in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea. It is 
isolated from the European continent. But if you 
arrive on the island and spend a few days there, you 
will be surprised how globalised and modern it can 
be as well.  When you walk around the island, it is 
like crossing borders to another country. There is of 
course an influence of the Italian architecture /mainly 
from Sicily/ and the feeling of the Mediterranean 
when you stop at some places. In Valletta, the 
capital, where I lived, you can really sense a bit of 
English impact. With the houses attached together 
and all looking the same, it has the main features of a small English town. On the other hand, 
the Arabian influence is also significant. When we were travelling to our new homes for 7 days, 
everybody thought as if we were in a war movie in the Middle East. 
After setting the scene let me jump into talking about the experiences we had on this beautiful 
island. When our plane landed after a 2-hour pleasant journey, we were excited to see the place 
that most of us had never visited. Everybody got off the plane with enthusiasm, immediately 
grabbed the phones and started taking picture. Then a transfer bus took us to our families. 
Luckily, some of us had a nice stay with a friendly host but some were unfortunate to have issues 
with hygiene and meals not being prepared properly. 

In our first evening we had an orientation walk in St. Julian’s. 
Next day we travelled straight to the edge of the island and 
went on a ferry trip to Gozo and Comino. Gozo is a small island 
which is not as inhabited as Malta but still has a population of 
around 31,000 people. One reason why we visited Gozo is to 
see the Citadel and Calypso’s cave. Calypso was a nymph of the 
ancient Greek mythology who kept Odyssey in custody. We took 
a couple of pictures of the Citadel, admired the view and headed 
to Comino. It is a deserted island which is a nature reserve. A few 
of us swam in the clear blue water and some went hiking. During 
a short boat trip we viewed some hidden majestic places, then 
we set for home. On Sunday we heard an English Holy Mass in 
Valletta. 
On Monday we got to know the Gateway School of English, 
where we studied on weekdays. We were fortunate to meet new 
people from a remote island called Japan. We had both writing 

and speaking activities and learnt about each other’s culture by presentations. After school the 
language school organised some cultural programmes: sightseeing to Valletta, Medina, Sliema 
and St. Julian’s. We participated in some physical activities as well, such as sports evening and 
bowling. We also watched the history of Malta in a 5D show. 
All of that made a good impression on us and made our stay in Malta much more enjoyable. All 
in all, the school was lovely including the teachers, the staff and all the students who attended. 
Malta is a fascinating island where you can wander around on its streets while the sunlight hits 
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Travel

your face. You can be amazed by both the artificial and natural landmarks and even if you 
are not interested, you can just lie and sunbathe on the charming beaches. I would definitely 
recommend a visit to this phenomenal country. Lastly, I would like to thank our teachers for 
devoting their time and enabling us to travel there.

András Szabó  (10D)

Malta Facts and Figures

• Official name: Republic of Malta
• Size: 316 km2
• Population 430,000
• Capital: Valletta (197,000)
• Coastline: 271 km
• Highest peak: Ta’Dmejrek (253 m)
• Economy: Tourism, electronics, 

ship building, services
• Currency: Euro
• Religion: 88.6% Roman Catholic, 

11.4% other
• Language: Maltese (official) 

English (official)

Sightseeing with Japanese students

One of the classes
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Film Review

Roswell, New Mexico (2019-)

Roswell, New Mexico is an American drama and science fiction television series, developed by 
Carina Adly Mackenzie for The CW. It is a new version of the 1999 TV series, for everybody who 
loves aliens.

The main characters are Liz Ortecho (Jeanine Mason), Max Evans (Nathan Dean Parsons), Michael 
Guerin (Michael Vlamis) and Isobel Evans-Bracken (Lily Cowles). 
The story is about Liz Ortecho, who is a biomedical researcher and the daughter of undocumented 
immigrants. On returning to her hometown she meets Max Evans, who is the town’s policeman.  
Liz returns because she wants to know what happened with her dead sister. 
She knows a lot of things but she would never have thought that Max, Michael and Isobel have 
so many secrets: they are aliens and they caused Liz’s sister death. 

It is one of my favourite series, because it is really fast-moving, gripping, puzzling and sometimes 
romantic. 
I would definitely recommend it to everybody who loves science fiction, is interested in aliens, has 
seen the 1999’s series or read the book. 

Krisztina Bujdosó (10 E) 

Some facts about film awards
The Oscars, or as they are officially known, the Academy 

Awards were founded by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences. The first ceremony was held in 1929. The members of 
the Academy (more than 6000 people) vote for the winners in 25 
categories. They receive a golden statue called Oscar. The ceremony 
takes place at the Dolby Theater, Los Angeles in February or early 

March.

The Golden Globe Awards were established in 1944. They 
are given for the best in film and television by the Hollywood 

Foreign Press Association, which has 93 members. There are more 
than 30 different awards.  The ceremony is held in January or 

February before the Oscar ceremony.

The BAFTA awards are given by the British Academy of 
Film and Television Arts. It started in 1949. There are more than 

30 categories, with special emphasis on British films. The ceremony 
takes place in February at the Royal Albert Hall.
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FIlm review

Green Book (2018)
Green Book is an American drama and tragicomedy which was directed by Peter Farelly. The 
screenplay was written by Farelly, Brian Hayes and Nick Vallelonga (the main character’s son), and 
it is based on a true story. The film stars Viggo Mortensen (as Tony Vallelonga) and Mahershala 
Ali (as Don Shirley).
It is set in the Southern part of the United States (the Deep South) in the 1950s. Tony Lip Vallelonga 
is a very simple, kind man who works as a bouncer in New York. The club where he works closes  
for renovation, so he is searching for new employment. He is invited to an interview with Don 
Shirley, an African-American pianist, who is looking for a driver for his eight-week concert tour in 
the Midwest and the South. They have many adventures together.
The film is about their friendship too. They are different in character, Tony 
is a little bit hot-headed, while Don is really refined, delicate and intelligent. 
He helps Tony write letters to his wife, who is in New York. The title, Green 
Book refers to a book published since the 1930s for black drivers travelling 
in the South. It contained the names of hotels, motels and restaurants 
where black people were served. Both the name of the publisher and the 
colour of the book were green, so that’s why it was called Green Book. 
The soundtrack was composed by Kris Bowers and we can hear Shirley’s 
own recordings as well as comtemporary hits that have been forgotten 
by now.
The film was released in November, 2018, and soon became very popular. It 
has received a lot of awards including the Golden Globe and the Academy 
Awards. The film cost 23 million dollars but the income has been more 
than 274 million dollars.
In my opinion, it is the best film I have ever seen. It is worth watching.

Attila Varga (9nyD)
Oscar Winners 2019:
Best Film: Green Book
Best Director: Alfonso Cuaron (Roma)
Best Actor: Rami Malek (Bohemian Rhapsody)
Best Actress: Olivia Colman (The Favourite)
Best Animated Film: Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
Best Original Song: Shallow (Lady Gaga)
Best Documentary: Free Solo
Best Foreign Language Film: Roma (Mexico)

Golden Raspberry (Razzie) 
Winners 2019:

Worst Film: Holmes & Watson
Worst Director: Etan Cohen (Hol-
mes & Watson)
Worst Actor: Donald Trump
Worst Actress: Melissa McCarthy

Golden Globe Winners 2019:
Best Film (Drama): Bohemian Rhapsody
Best Film (Musical or Comedy): Green Book
Best Director: Alfonso Cuaron (Roma)
Best Actor: Rami Malek (Bohemian Rhapsody)
Best Actress: Glenn Close (The Wife)
Best Animated Film: Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
Best Original Song: Shallow (Lady Gaga - Bradley Cooper)
Best Foreign Language Film: Roma (Mexico)
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EVENTS

What should I do in the springtime?
If there is nothing to do in your free time and you just want to go out then I’d like to share some 
programmes with you that you may like. 

First of all, these are the programmes that I’m sure I’ll go to:

       • Triumph of the Body. Michelangelo and Sixteenth-Century Italian Draughtsmanship, 
in the Museum of Fine Arts. The exhibition is on view between 5 April and 30 June. 

       • Leonardo Da Vinci exhibition in the Museum of Fine Arts. Between 16 March and 30 
June.

Let’s move on to the rest of the list:

       • #headsupbudapest: The Pest that Never Was Walking tour
The only thing that you must know about this is you have to pre-register to this event because it’s 
free but the places are limited. This takes place on 7th April.
       • The Akvárium Spring Terrace’s gate is always open if you just want to hang out with 
some friends or family. The Terrace has a really good vibe and the music makes it more cozy. 
       • Hands up if you like reading and you’ve heard about the Poket books which you can buy 
from vending machines (e.g there’s one in the Móricz Zsigmond square) then this programme 
maybe interesting for you: Contemporary Russian Soul? in the Premier Kultcafé, on 15th April. 
The event starts with an introduction of the brand new series of the Poket. In the Round-Table 
panel there’s going to be such as: András Kozma, Miklós M. Nagy, Miklós H. Vecsei, Attila Vid-
nyánszky Jr.
      • The Harry Potter lovers should be in the Pólus Center’s Movie Theatre on March 16th 
9:00-12:00 am. There’s going to be a fair and cosplayers. 
      • The Night of Litrerature is going to take place on March 28th. We don’t know the 
locations yet, but I know the event will be interesting.
      • IX. Food Truck Show Budapest, May 3rd to May 5th. This programme is in the Kincsem 
Park. You can watch horse races or even bet on the horses while you try out delicious food. 
      • If you’re a fan of Benedict Cumberbatch and you love Shakespeare you can watch 
Hamlet in the Uránia Theatre. The play is 200 minutes in two acts. The play is on March 26th at 
19:00. 
      • I think a lot of you likes puppies, and a lot of you want to have a puppy. In the Anker’t 
there’s going to be an adoption event with dachshund and mixes on April 13. I hope you can deal 
with your parents. 
      • Rallies. If you are a fanatic of cars and acceleration you should go to the Miskolc rallye 
(26 April), Speed festival is Tököl (13 April), AMTS 4Wheel stand! in Budapest, Hungexpo (22-24 
March) and IX Season opening motor rolling (13 April)
And the last one that I’d like to share:
      • In the Symbol Budapest there’s going to be a recording show for the Showder Klub on 
March 20th from 17:45 to 19:15

Róza  Istvánfy (9nyE)
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Spring activities

It’s SPRING! The most perfect weather to go outdoors and get 
new experiences. 

Margaret Island 

-Bringo cart
Monday - Friday: 8:00-sunset
Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-sunset 
For 5 person / 30 minutes the price is 2880 HUF
/ 60 minutes the price is 4280 HUF

-Zoo: 
There are a lots of special animals in that beautiful environment 
for example fallow deer, hare, pony, goose
Monday-Sunday: 9:00-16:00 

Városliget

- Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of Transport, Museum 
of Agriculture

-Zoo
Monday-Friday: 9:00-17:00
Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-17:30
The student tickets are just 2000 HUF

- Circus:  
from 20th April 2019 you can watch the Flying Circus
The ticket prices are between 1500-4500 HUF

-Széchenyi Spa: the best place to relax 
Monday-Sunday: 6:00-22:00

-Boating
Monday-Sunday: 10:00- sunset
You can rent: party boat-5000ft, canoe-1500ft, boat-1500ft, 
relax canoe-2000ft for 30 minutes 

- Gravity Boulder
Monday-Thursday: 6:00-23:00
Friday: 8:00-23:00
Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-22:00
Price: student tickets: 1500 HUF, student 
tickets at the weekend: 2000 HUF

Katinka Esztergomi (10E)
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Easter Traditions

The egg was the oldest sacrificial food, because it symbolized life and 
rebirth at the same time. The significance is formulated in an old Latin 
proverb, which says, every life came from eggs. It’s also extraordinary 
in nature, because of the perfect shape.
People attached great significance to it in many parts of the world, 
and already in the area of the ancient Persia, Egypt and Rome, in the 
celebrations which were held during the spring equinox, eggs were 
used to prepare the most important foods. Thousands of years ago, 
Chinese people were also painting their eggs red, to express their 
respect for the Sun.
In the middle ages, eggs were valuable, so many times people paid their 
huge taxes and debts with it during the Easter time. Some attributed 
this to the reason of gifting Easter eggs and many spring kids’ play 
such as egg hunting has become a common practice over time. This 
tradition is still very common in the German speaking area, but it’s 
known in Europe and in many other parts of the world too.
With the spread of Christianity, eggs have already been given different 

meanings – it symbolized Jesus who rose from his grave. The eggs’ red colour became the 
symbol of Jesus Christ’s blood and the redemption of mankind. The Eastern Christian religions 
have attached great importance to this, and they painted their eggs according to this to red or 
gold, and decorate them with different religious symbols. Because of the consumption of eggs, 
they were forbidden during the fasting period, many gathered for the Easter holiday, so they 
consumed it in large quantities or donated during this period.
People think nowadays eggs are just nice decorations and kind gifts during the Easter sprinkling, 
on Monday. With the spread of chocolate eggs, it became one of the most popular sweets of 
our age.

Cecília Illyés (9nyE)

Dying eggs - where does this tradition come from?

Natural egg dyes:

Blue: 1/4 red cabbage + boiling water + vinegar
Orange: onion skins + water + vinegar
Yellow: chopped carrots + water + vinegar
Brown: strong coffee + vinegar
Lavender: grape juice + vinegar
Faint Red-Orange: paprika + water + vinegar
Jade Green: red onions + water + vinegar
Brown Gold: dill seeds + water + vinegar
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Recipes

Hungarian Easter Loaf

CHECK OUT the website of the English Department

- latest news

- Language exam 
dates

- Quizlet groups 
join links

- previous issues    
 of 4U!  

   (in colour)

Ingredients:
1 sugar cube
3 cups/700 ml milk
30 g yeast
8 1/3 cups/1 kg flour
1 egg yolk
1 tsp salt
1 cup/100 g confectioners’ sugar
1/2 cup/140 g butter
1 egg for glazing
Dissolve the sugar cube in 1/2 cup/100 ml lukewarm milk

Crumble into the milk the yeast and leave for about 10 minutes in a warm place. Sift the flour, and 
combine with the egg yolk, salt, and yeast mixture. Add the confectioners’ sugar, half the butter, 
and the remaining milk, slightly warmed.
Knead to a smooth dough, using the dough hook of a mixer. When the dough begins to come 
away from the sides of the bowl, add the remaining softened butter, a tablespoonful at a time. 
Knead in firmly. Sprinkle with flour, then cover with a kitchen cloth and leave to rise in a warm 
place until doubled in size (about 30 minutes). Divide the dough into three equal portions, and 
shape each into a long roll on a floured working surface. Braid them together. Place on a greased 
baking tray to prove again until doubled in size.
Preheat the oven to 200 °C. Brush the loaf with beaten egg, and bake for 45—50 minutes. Allow 
to cool completely before slicing.

www.itshungarian.com

www.szmg.hu



14 Sports 

Golf
You wouldn’t have thought that the beginning of this sport goes back more than five centuries in 

time. It’s really incredible but the first references are from the 1450s.
 It is also hard to believe that the first proof about the existance of golf is 
the banning of the sport by James II, the king of Scotland. The reason of this 
edict was that the king wanted the Scots to practise archery. Later because 
of the peace between England and Scotland, James IV cancelled the ban and 
he even tried it. Then the sport started to spread. The first golf clubs were 
established, the first golf club maker appeared and the consultative body of 
the king determined the rules regarding the clubs.
 About the game: the golf is a club-and-ball sport in which the players have to 

hit the ball with the club to a series of holes in as few strokes as possible. This sport, compared to 
other ball games does not use standardized courts, 
which is very important. Due to this, players have 
equal chances and it is very exciting to play each 
game at an unknown court.
The game is basically played on a court with 
an arranged distance of 18 holes on it, but the 
recreational courses are smaller. Each hole on the 
court has its own tee-box to start from(1). The 
tee-box is the area where a game begins. There 
are two markers showing legal area starting the 
game from. Before the first striking the players 
are allowed to use a ball-tee which elevates the 
ball in order to the hit the wanted distance. The ball-tee is an often used object to reduce the 
interference between the grass and the ball. The grass is an aggravating circumstance during 
the game and effects the hit several times. As you can see it in the picture there are some hazard 
areas to make this sport more intresting. For instance: The river and the pond marked by 2&6 
and also the sand bunker marked by 5. The first attempt to move the ball for a long distance, 
which is typically more than 210 meters, is called drive, and 
is made with a long-shafted, large-headed wood club called 
a „driver”. We can talk about attempt because it occurs that 
the players hit the first shot out of bound (4). In smaller courts 
the initial shot is taken by higher-numbered clubs made of iron 
and wood to or hit by a special one which is a hybrid version. 
Once the ball comes to rest, the player tries to strike the ball 
to the green(8) as few strokes as possible and then putt the 
ball in the hole(10). It doesn’t sound easy, does it? Imagine 
that you must do this for 18 holes in a competition making 
again and again the way of the ball through all of the hazards, 
the rough(3) with its high grass and the bunkers. It is pretty 
tiring. The total distance between the first and the last hole 
can be so long that it may reach the distance of 7000 yards, 
which is 6400 meters. Adding the travel distance between the 
green of one hole and the tee of the next to it,  even the most 
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skilled players travel 5 miles during a round. At some courts 
there are electric golf carts to travel between the shots and 
the destinations, which speed up the game and allows the 
participation for those who can’t walk a whole round. Players 
generally walk the courses carrying their bags with the clubs in 
it, but in the professional or top amateur levels and in private 
clubs players may be accompanied by caddies, who carry and 
manage the equipment and even give advice to the players. 
The caddies are also allowed to give advice to other players.

Balázs Bodon  (10 E)

Interesting Facts About Golf

• 45% of the golf courses in the world can 
be found in the United States

• There are more golf courses in Japan 
than in England

• Astronaut Alan Shepherd took a golf 
club and two balls on board Apollo 14. He 
made two shots on the Moon, with the 
second going about 180 m.

• Golf was among the Olympic sports in 
1904 and 2016.

• The first Hungarian golf club was 
established in 1911.

Major Championships

• Open Championship (British 
Open) - since 1860

• Masters Tournament - the 
first in the season (usually 
the first full week in April), 
takes place in Augusta, 
Georgia, the USA

• US Open Championship (US 
Open)

• PGA Championship

Tiger Woods - the most famous golfer

Tiger Woods was born in 1975 in California. He 
started to play golf at the age of 2 (!) and was a child 
prodigy. He became a professioner golfer when 
he was 20. He has won the major championships 
14 times, the PGA Tours 80 times.
He is considered to be the greatest golf player 
now.
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Reported Speech
When we don’t quote what someone says, we use reported speech. In reported speech the 
tenses, word order, pronouns, time and place expressions may change.
Let’s see some rules.

Reported statements
“You look nice.”   I said she looked nice.
• If the reporting verb is in the past tense (“said”), the tense used in the original sentence 

also changes. It moves one tense back. 
Present Simple -> Past Simple 
Present Continuous -> Past Continuous 
Present Perfect -> Past Perfect 
Past Simple  -> Past Perfect 
 
Modals: 
will -> would; can -> could; may -> might 
 
NOTE:  
The tenses do not change: - if the reporting verb is in the present (He says she looks nice.) 
        - if the speaker expresses general truths or permanent states 
        - if the reported sentence is 2nd or 3rd conditional 
        - if would / should / could / might is used in the original

• Pronouns might change according to context 
“I don’t want to marry you!” I said.  
I said I (no change) didn’t want to marry him (change).

• Time and place words can change depending on the reference. 
now -> then / at that time 
today - > that day 
tomorrow -> the next day / the following day 
yesterday -> the day before 
here -> there 
this -> that   etc.

Reported questions
• Tenses change as in statements
• Pronouns, time and place words also change as in statements
+
• Word order also changes: the subject comes before the verb 

“When are you leaving?” Harry asked me. 
Harry asked when I was leaving.

• Yes/No questions are reported with IF or WHETHER 
“Do you like my new bag?” She asked him if he liked her new bag.

Verbs often used with reported questions:  
ask, wonder, want to know, inquire
Question mark is not used in reported questions.
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Language Corner

February 2015:  Tenses, Chat language
May 2015:  Word Formation
December 2015:  Phrasal Verbs
February 2016:  Collocations
May 2016:  Prepositions
Autumn 2016:  Verb Patterns
Christmas 2016:  Wish
March 2017:  Tenses
Autumn 2017:  Comparison
Christmas 2017:  Conditionals
March 2018: Passive
June 2018: Modal verbs 1.
Autumn 2018: Modal verbs 2.
Christmas 2018: Articles

February 2015:  Cinema and Theatre
May 2015:  Health and Illnesses
December 2015:  Work
February 2016:  Home
May 2016:  Travelling
Autumn 2016:  Environment
Christmas 2016:  Holidays and Celebrations
March what 2017:  Economy
Autumn 2017:  Reading
Christmas 2017:  Family
March 2018: Crime
June 2018:  Technology
Autumn 2018: Education
Christmas 2019: Hobbies

Language Corner topics in 
previous issues

Speaking Topics in previous 
issues

Reported commands and requests
When we report a command or a request we often use the infinitive or object + infinitive

“Stand up!” The teacher told the students to stand up.
“Can you help me?” I asked him to help me.

“Don’t disturb me!”  He told them not to disturb him.

Some other introductory verbs used with the infinitive:
agree	 		advise	 							promise	 order								force											offer						encourage							warn
remind   invite           refuse
“You should contact a lawyer!”  He advised her to contact a lawyer.
“I’m not going to sell my house.”  Larry refused to sell his house.

Anita Máté

We use TELL with an object:
He told ME that he was 14.
He told that he was 14. (INCORRECT)

We can use SAY without an object or put TO before the 
object:
I said that I wanted to eat.
I said TO John that I wanted to eat.

Also, we cannot use SAY in reported commands. 
I said him to hurry up. 
I told him to hurry up. 
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Exam Topic

Food, cooking and eating outUseful phrases
TYPES OF MEAT
beef- marhahús
pork - sertéshús
chicken - csirke
turkey - pulyka
poultry - szárnyas
ham - sonka
bacon - szalonna
sausage - kolbász, virsli
lamb - bárány
veal - borjú

FISH AND SEAFOOD
fillet - filé
cod - tőkehal
trout - pisztráng
carp - ponty
salmon - lazac
tuna - tonhal
shrimps - garnélarák
lobster - homár
mussels - kagyló

DAIRY PRODUCTS
milk - tej
butter - vaj
margarine - margarin
cream - tejszín
cheese - sajt
yoghurt - joghurt
sour cream - tejföl
cottage cheese - túró
ice cream - fagylalt
cone - tölcsér

FRUITS
apple - alma
apricot - sárgabarack
banana - banán
blackcurrant - feketeribizli
blueberry - áfonya
cherry - cseresznye
cranberry - tőzegáfonya
dates - datolya
gooseberry - egres

grapes - szőlő
lemon - citrom
melon - sárgadinnye
orange - narancs
peach - őszibarack
pear - körte
pineapple - ananász
plum - szilva
pomegrenate - gránátalma
raspberry - málna
strawberry - eper
tangerine - mandarin
watermelon - görögdinnye

VEGETABLES
aubergine / egg plant - padlizsán
bean - bab
beet root - cékla
Brussels sprout - kelbimbó
cabbage - káposzta
carrot - sárgarépa
cauliflower - karfiol
celery - zeller
cucumber - uborka
garlic - fokhagyma
green peas - zöldborsó
leek - póréhagyma
lettuce - fejes saláta
mushroom - gomba
onion - vöröshagyma
parsley - petrezselyem
green pepper - zöldpaprika

potatoes - burgonya
pumpkin - sütőtök
radish - retek
spring onion - újhagyma
sweetcorn - kukorica
tomato - paradicsom

HERBS
basil - bazsalikom
chives - metélőhagyma
dill - kapor
mint - menta
paprika - paprika
pepper - bors
rosemary - rozmaring
sage - zsálya
spices - fűszerek
tarragon - tárkony

CEREAL PRODUCTS
bread - kenyér
wholemeal - teljes kiőrlésű
roll - zsemle
toast - pirítós
cereals - gabonapehely
cornflakes - kukoricapehely

OTHER
egg - tojás
rice - rizs
pasta - tészta
sugar - cukor
vinegar - ecet
mustard - mustár
mayonnaise - majonéz

DRINKS
beer - sör
champagne - pezsgő
coffee - kávé
juice - gyümölcslé
soft drinks - üdítőital
fizzy drinks - szénsavas üdítő
sparkling water - szénsavas 
ásványvíz
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Exam topic

ADJECTIVES
delicious  - finom
tasty - ízletes 
bitter - keserű
sweet - édes
sour - savanyú
salty - sós
fresh - friss
stale - állott, száraz
mild - enyhe
spicy - fűszeres
hot - csípős

RESTAURANTS
bill - számla
book a table - asztalt foglal
café - kávézó
cafeteria / canteen - menza, 
büfé
chef - szakács
course - fogás
cutlery - evőeszköz
dessert - desszert
dish - tál / étel / fogás
fast food restaurant - 
gyorsétterem
main course - főétel

still mineral water - szénsav-
mentes ásványvíz
dry / sweet wine - száraz / édes 
bor

COOKING
recipe - recept
ingredient  - hozzávaló
add - hozzád
bake - süt (sütőben) pl. sütit
beat - felver
boil - forral
chop - darabol
cook - főz
grate - reszel
fry - süt (zsiradékban)
heat - melegít
mix - összekever
peel - hámoz
pour - önt
preheat - előmelegít
roast - süt (sütőben) pl. húst
serve - tálal
slice - szeletel
stir - kever

bowl - tál
frying pan - serpenyő
saucepan - nyeles lábas
pot - fazék
oven - sütő
cooker - tűzhely

DISHES
cuisine - konyha (pl. nemzeti)
stuffed pepper - töltött paprika
meat stew - pörkölt
noodles with cottage cheese - túrós tészta
breaded pork cutlet - rántott sertésszelet
breaded fried cheese - rántott sajt
chicken paprika with dumplings - csirkepaprikás nokedlivel
sponge cake - piskóta
pancakes - palacsinta
roast beef - sült marhahús

menu - étlap
order - rendel
self-service - önkiszolgáló
side dish - köret
soup - leves
starter - előétel
street food - utcai ételárusítás
takeaway - étel elvitelre
tip - borravaló
waiter / waitress - pincér(nő)
fork - villa
knife - kés
spoon - kanál
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SPEAKING EXAM

A  Interview
• What is your favourite dish? Can you prepare it?
• Is there anything that you wouldn’t eat?
• Who does the cooking in your family?
• What dishes can you make?
• Do you like food from other countries?
• What do you usually eat for breakfast?
• Which do you think is the most important meal of the day?
• How often do you go to restaurants? Which is your favourite?
• What do you think of fast food restaurants? 
• What is the most expensive meal you have ever eaten?
• Which is your favourite dessert?
• What kind of food do you eat between meals?
• Have you ever sent food back in a restaurant? 
• Are there any foods that you didn’t eat as a child but you eat now? 

B  Situation - At the restaurant
You would like to go to the restaurant with an English friend. 
• Make a reservation for next Friday
• Order food
• Make a complaint

C  Debate
Read the following statement. Give your opinion and argue for or against the proposition. 
React to the counter-arguments too.

“Men are better cooks than women.”

D  Picture based discussion
These pictures show different types of restaurants. Compare and contrast them including the 
following points:
• price
• food selection
• quality
• atmosphere
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Crossword

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1. Pieces of clothing that cover our hands and give protection against cold.
2. A part of the house where Santa comes in.
3. A human like figure made from snow.
4. A vehicle used for sliding downhill.
5. The past participle form of a verb and also the title of a Disney movie.
6. A month which is the last one in the year.
7. A large piece of material which we use as a covering in bed.
8. A tree which remains green throughout the year.
9. A spiritual being which serves God.
10. A food that is made from cocoa seeds.
11. An animal which has large antlers.
12. A process when solid things become liquid by heating.
13. A place where we can see stockings on Christmas Day.
14. A season which is the coldest of all.

The word in grey: _____________________

Bella Beretzky (11C)

Crossword - Winter Memories
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Jokes

Q: What do you call a sad coffee?
A: A Depresso!

Q: How do you make a gold soup?
A: You put 24 carrots in it!

Pros and cons of making food: 
Pros: Food
Cons: Making

Q: What goes up when the rain goes 
down? 
A: Umbrellas

Q: Why did Cinderella get kicked off the 
baseball team? 
A: She always ran away from the ball.

Q: What do you call a dog with no legs?
A: It doesn’t matter what you call him, he 
isn’t coming!

If a barber makes a mistake, it’s a new style.
If a politician makes a mistake, it’s a new law.
If a scientist makes a mistake it’s a new invention.
If a tailor makes a mistake, it’s a new fashion.
If a teacher makes a mistakes, it’s a new theory.
If a student makes a mistake, it’s a mistake...

Father O’Malley answers the phone.
“Hello, is this Father O’Malley?”  
“It is”  
“This is the IRS (NAV in Hungary). Can you help 
us?”  
“I can”  
“Do you know a Ted Houlihan?”  
“I do”  
“Is he a member of your congregation?”  
“He is”  
“Did he donate $10,000 to the church?”  
“He will”

My girlfriend and I often laugh about how 
competitive we are.
But I laugh more.

Q. Why is Peter Pan flying all the time?
A. He Neverlands!

Q: Have you ever seen a duchess?
A: Yes, it’s the same as an English „s”!

Q: What is Easter Bunny’s favorite kind of 
music?
A: Hip-hop, of course!

Q: When do you go at red and stop at 
green?
A: When you’re eating a watermelon.

Q: What travels around the world but 
stays in one corner?
A: A stamp.

I didn’t realize how bad of a driver I was 
until my satnav said, “In 400 feet, do a 
slight right, stop, and let me out.”

Don’t you hate it when someone answers 
their own questions? I do.

Do I lose when the police officer says 
papers and I say scissors?
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Questions

If you read the articles carefully, you can answer the following questions. 
Try it!
1. When is the Agatha Christie Quiz going to take place?
2. What did Jesus say to John from the cross?
3. What is Lent?
4. What special traditions are there on Palm Sunday?
5. How many people live in the capital city of Malta?
6. Where did our students swim in the sea?
7. Who was Calypso and where is her cave?
8. How many people vote for the Golden Globe Awards?
9. Who won the Oscar for Best Director?
10. Which film got the Razzie this year?
11. Where can you see the Da Vinci exhibition?
12. Where is the IX Food Truck Show going to take place?
13. How much is a bringo cart for 30 minutes ?
14. Where does the game golf come from?
15. How old was Tiger Woods when he started to play golf?
16. Why do we dye the Easter eggs red?
17. How can we make brown egg dye? 
18. How long do we need to bake the Easter Loaf?
19. When don’t you need to change the verb tenses in Reported Speech?
20. How do we say metélőhagyma in English?

Give your answers to your teacher or send them to 
our email address: 
4Uszmg@gmail.com

and win a prize!
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Our trip to Malta
8th-15th 

March

Before take-off

Gozo - the Citadel

St. John’s co-cathedral, Valletta

Comino - swimming in the sea

Valletta - the capital city

Our group in Sliema
Old phone box in Valletta


